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Abstract. — Let X be a modular curve and consider a sequence of Galois orbits of CM points in X , whose p-
conductors tend to infinity. Its equidistribution properties in X (C) and in the reductions of X modulo primes
different from p are well understood. We study the equidistribution problem in the Berkovich analytification X an

p
of XQp

.

We partition the set of CM points of sufficiently high conductor in XQp
into finitely many explicit basins BV ,

indexed by the irreducible components V of the mod- p reduction of the canonical model of X . We prove that a
sequence zn of local Galois orbits of CM points with p-conductor going to infinity has a limit in X an

p if and only
if it is eventually supported in a single basin BV . If so, the limit is the unique point of X an

p whose mod- p reduction
is the generic point of V .

The result is proved in the more general setting of Shimura curves over totally real fields. The proof combines
Gross’s theory of quasicanonical liftings with a new formula for the intersection numbers of CM curves and vertical
components in a Lubin–Tate space.
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1. Introduction and statements of the main results

The equidistribution properties of CM points have been studied from various points of view, with
remarkable applications ranging from cases of the André–Oort conjecture to the non-triviality of Heegner
points. The main results until recently have been archimedean or `-adic.

To illustrate the situation, let X/Q be a geometrically connected modular curve, and let

(zn)n∈N

be a sequence of CM points on X with p-part of the conductor going to infinity. We view the zn as scheme
theoretic points of X , or equivalently as Galois orbits of geometric points.

Duke [Duk88], Clozel–Ullmo [CU04], Zhang [Zha05] and others considered the images of the zn in
X (C), and proved the following archimedean equidistribution result: the sequence µn of averaged delta
measures at the orbits zn converges to the hyperbolic probability measure on X (C). Cornut and Vatsal

This work was supported by BSF grant 2018250 and ISF grant 1963/20.
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[CV05] considered the reduction modulo ` of the zn , when ` 6= p is a prime nonsplit in the fields of
complex multiplication (or more generally simultaneous reductions at a finite set of such primes); they
proved that the images of the orbits zn equidistribute to the counting probability measure on the finite
setX ss

F`
of supersingular points. Very recently, Herrero–Menares–Rivera-Letelier [HMRL] described the

set of accumulation measures of the µn on the Berkovich analytic curve attached to the base-change XQ`
.

The purpose of this paper is to prove a p-adic equidistribution result for sequences of CM points.
Consider the Berkovich analytic curve X an

p attached to XQp
. It is a compact Hausdorff topological space,

containing the set of closed points of XQp
and equipped with a reduction map to the special fibre |XFp

| of
any model X /Zp of XQp

. The generic point of any irreducible component V of |XFp
| is the reduction

of a unique point ζV ∈ X an
p , called the Shilov point of V . The study of our problem leads naturally to

consider the canonical model defined by Katz–Mazur [KM85], whose special fibre is topologically a union
of finitely many irreducible curves intersecting at the supersingular points.

Our main result is best described in terms of sequences (zn) of CM points of XQp
, equivalently local

Galois orbits of geometric CM points. We explicitly partition the set of such CM points of sufficiently
large p-adic conductor into finitely many basins BV indexed by the irreducible components of the special
fibre ofXFp

. Our main theorem is that the sequence of measures µn := δzn
on X an

p has a limit if and only
if the sequence (zn) is eventually supported in a single basin BV , in which case theµn converge to the delta
measure at ζV . Equivalently, the sequence (zn) converges to ζV in the plain topological sense – so that we
will only use the language of topology in what follows.

The theorem is proved in the more general context of Shimura curves over totally real fields. The rest
of this introduction is dedicated to explaining its statement and the idea of proof, as well as the intersection
formula that lies at its core.

For the modular curve of level 1, which has a single Shilov point, the equidistribution result was pre-
viously established in [HMRL20], as briefly discussed after Theorem A below.

1.1. CM points on Shimura curves and their integral models. — Let F be a totally real field. Let D
be a quaternion algebra over F whose ramification set Σ contains all the infinite places but one, which we
denote by σ : F ,→R. We may attach to D a tower of Shimura curves XU/F , where U runs over compact
open subgroups of D×A∞ := (D ⊗Q A∞)× (here A∞ denotes the finite adèles of Q, whereas A will denote
the adèles). This curve and its canonical integral model were studied by Carayol [Car86], to which we
refer for more details (see also [Zha01, §5] for a discussion of CM points).

The points of XU over C
σ
←- F can be identified with

(1.1.1) XU (C)∼=D×\h±×D×A∞/U ∪{cusps}

where h± ∼=C−R is viewed as a quotient of D×σ ∼=GL2(R), and the finite set ‘{cusps}’ is non-empty only
if D =M2(Q) (it plays no role in this work).

From now on we fix an arbitrary level U ⊂D×A∞ , assumed to be sufficiently small so that the D×-action
in (1.1.1) has no nontrivial stabilisers. We let X :=XU .

CM points. — Let E be a CM quadratic extension of F , such that each finite v ∈Σ is nonsplit in E . Then
the set of FA-algebra embeddings ψ : EA ,→ DA is non-empty. For any such ψ, the group ψ(E×) ⊂ D×A∞
acts on the right on X . The fixed-point subscheme Xψ(E×), called the scheme of points with CM by
(E ,ψ), is isomorphic (as F -subscheme) to Spec E[ψ−1(U )] where EC denotes the abelian extension of E with
Galois group C ⊂ E×\E×A∞ . (This follows from the theory of complex multiplication as described in
[Zha01, § 5.2].) The CM (ind)-subscheme of XU is the union

X CM =
⋃

(E ,ψ)

Xψ(E×).
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Local integral models and their irreducible components. — Fix a finite place v of F not in Σ and an identi-
fication Dv = M2(Fv ), and assume U = U v Uv with Uv ⊂ D×v . Let OFv

⊂ Fv be the ring of integers, $v a
uniformiser, Fv the residue field.

Carayol [Car86], generalising [KM85], defined a canonical integral model X = XU of X over OFv
.

It carries a sheaf G of divisible OFv
-modules of rank 2 together with, if Uv = Un,v := Ker (GL2(OFv

)→
GL2(OFv

/$n
v )), a Drinfeld level structure(1)

α : ($−n
v OFv

/OFv
)2→G (X ).

In general,X =XU :=XU v Un,v
/(Uv/Un,v ) for any Un,v ⊂Uv .

The special fibreXFv
(see [Car86, §9.4]) is a union of connected components permuted simply transi-

tively by an action of F ×\F ×A∞/O
×
Fv

det U v . The (supersingular) locusX ss
Fv

where G is connected is finite;

its complementX ord
Fv

:=XFv
−X ss

Fv
(ordinary locus) is smooth. Each connected component C ⊂XFv

is
topologically a union of irreducible components, each intersecting all of the others in each of the finitely
many supersingular points.

The irreducible components V within a given connected component C are canonically parametrised
by(2)

Uv\P
1(Fv ),

where we view P1(Fv ) as the space of O ×Fv
-classes of injections λ : OFv

→O 2
Fv

with saturated image; for any
OFv

-module M , we will still denote by λ : M → M 2 the induced injection. The parametrisation is simple
to describe. Let

(1.1.2) (−)∗ :=HomOFv
(−, Fv/OFv

) = lim−→
n

(−)∗n , (−)∗n :=HomOFv
(−,$−n

v OFv
/OFv
),

be the Pontryagin duality functors. Throughout this paper, we identify an irreducible component of a
scheme (which by definition is an irreducible component of the underlying topological space) with the
corresponding subscheme with the reduced structure. Then the component V (λ)(C )U ⊂ C is the locus
where the Drinfeld level structure α factors through any quotient

λ∗n : ($−n
v OFv

/OFv
)2→$−n

v OFv
/OFv

in the O ×Fv
×Uv/Un,v -class determined by λ∗n .

CM points, their reductions, and basins. — We consider the base-change (ind-)scheme X CM
Fv
⊂XFv

and refer
to its points as the CM points in XFv

. It is well known that if z ∈ X CM
Fv

is a point with CM by (E ,ψ), its
reduction is a supersingular point if and only if v is nonsplit in E . Assume that this is the case. The ring
Oz := EndOF -Mod(Gz ) is the OFv

-order in Ev with unit group ψ−1
v (U0,v ). Such orders are classified: there is

a unique integer s ≥ 0, called the (v-)conductor of z, such that

Oz = OEv
[s] := OFv

+$ s
vOEv

.

By [Gro86, § 5], if z has v-conductor s there is an O ∗Ev ,s -linear isomorphism, unique up to OEv
[s]×,

(1.1.3) β : OEv
[s]∗→Gz (F v ),

where (−)∗ = (1.1.2).

1.2. Partition into basins and the main result. — Let z ∈ X CM
Fv

be a point with CM by E of v-
conductor s , keep the assumption that Ev is nonsplit, and letβ be an E -level structure on Gz as in (1.1.3).
Let α : (Fv/Ov )

2 → Gz (Fv ) be any isomorphism extending the level structure αz on Gz , let β be as in

(1)This notion is recalled in §3.2 below. When n = 0, there is no level structure and the integral model was already constructed in
[Mor81].
(2)In [Car86, §9.4], the discussion is over the algebraic closure Fv (and the parameter is dual to our λ). However, as is clear from the
defining condition, the irreducible components within each (Fv -)connected component are already defined over Fv .
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(1.1.3), and let

(1.2.1) τ∗ :=β−1 ◦α : (Fv/OFv
)2→OEv

[s]∗.

Let τ : E → F 2 be the F -linear extension of the Pontryagin-dual map to τ∗. The class

L(τ) :=Uv .Ls (τ), where Ls (τ) := τ(OEv
/OEv [s]

)⊂ ($−s
v OFv

/OFv
)2,

is a well-defined Uv -orbit of lines in ($−s
v OFv

/OFv
)2.

If Uv ⊃Us ,v , we may compare this with a corresponding invariant of an irreducible component V (λ)(C )U
ofXU ,Fv

, defined as

L(λ) :=Uv Ls (λ), where Ls (λ) := λ($
−s
v OFv

/OFv
)⊂ ($−s

v OFv
/OFv
)2.

Definition. — Let V =V (λ)(C )U ⊂XU ,Fv
be an irreducible component. The basin

BV

of V is the set of CM points z ∈X CM
Fv

such that either

– z has CM by E with Ev/Fv split, and the reduction of z belongs to V ∩X ord
Fv

, or
– z has CM by E with Ev/Fv nonsplit, the conductor s of z is such that Us ,v ⊂ Uv , the reduction of

z belongs to the connected component C , and with notation as above

(1.2.2) L(τ) = L(λ).

A geometric description of basins is given in Proposition 2.2.6.

The main theorem. — Let X an
v be the Berkovich analytic space attached to XFv

.

Theorem A. — Let (zn) be a sequence of points in X CM
Fv

, and denote by the same name the image sequence in
X an

v . Assume that the v-conductor of zn tends to infinity.
The sequence (zn) has a limit if and only if it is eventually supported in a single basin. If this is the case for

the basin BV of the irreducible component V ⊂XFv
, then

lim
n→∞

zn = ζV

in X an
v .

It is perhaps remarkable that, while the setup of the theorem only involves the Berkovich space X an
v ,

the geometry of the canonical integral model emerges to play an essential role in the conclusion.
Theorem A for the modular curve X0(1) was also independently, but earlier, obtained by Herrero–

Menares–Rivera-Letelier [HMRL20, Theorem A]; see also [Ric18].(3) From the point of view of the
present paper (see the next subsection), for trivial level at v the result is a relatively straightforward conse-
quence of the theory of [Gro86], whereas more substantial work is needed to discern among the different
Shilov points present in the case of higher level.

1.3. Idea of proof, intersection formula, and organisation of the paper. — To illustrate the proof of
Theorem A, consider first a closed point a ∈ |XFv

| which is nonsingular in X red
Fv

: this is the case if the

v-level of X is minimal (Uv
∼=GL2(OFv

)) or a is ordinary. Then red−1(a)⊂X an
v is a (twisted) analytic open

unit disc, say with coordinate u, and Gross’s theory of quasicanonical liftings [Gro86] shows that CM
points of v-conductor s inside it lie in a circle |u|= 1−εs with explicit εs → 0 as s →∞. This immediately
implies that any limit point of (zn) is one of the points ζV . When the v-level of X is minimal, irreducible
and connected components coincide and this argument is enough to conclude.

(3)The author conceived Theorem A and the argument described in § 1.3, in slightly different language, in the summer of 2018; soon
thereafter he became aware of the 2016 thesis of S. Herrero, where [HMRL20, Theorem A] was first proved.
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FIGURE 1. An illustration of Theorem A, in the case where X has genus 2, andXFv
consists of

two rational irreducible components, intersecting in three supersingular points. The dual graph of
XFv

, which canonically embeds in X an
v as a deformation retract [Ber90, §4], is drawn as the dashed

lines in the interior of a 2-torus; the two thick points are the Shilov points of the components. The
type-1 points of X an

v are thought of as lying on the surface of the 2-torus (those with supersingular
reduction are in the central part of the figure). In yellow, the complement of a typical open
neighbourhood of the left Shilov point (cf. Proposition 2.1.4). In shades from yellow (lower
conductor) to dark red (higher conductor), some CM points of XFv

, drawn as Galois orbits of
geometric points.

The above description of the distribution of CM points in nonsingular residue discs also implies the
following: for each closed point a ∈ |XFv

|, the intersection multiplicity at a betweenXFv
and the Zariski

closure Zn of those points zn of the sequence that reduce to a tends to infinity with n. As the inter-
section multiplicity between different irreducible components is bounded, this means that for large n,
exactly one of the irreducible components ofXFv

intersects Zn with high multiplicity – equivalently, the
corresponding Shilov point is close to zn . The argument described so far is developed in § 2.

We thus need to compute the intersection multiplicity at a ∈ |XFv
| between irreducible components

of XFv
and Zariski closures of CM points, the nontrivial case being when a is supersingular. Hence the

rest of the paper is dedicated to proving a new formula for this multiplicity.

We may state the formula using the following notation:

– we let q := |Fv |, and denote by | · |Ev
the absolute value on Ev normalised by |$v |= q−2;

– we choose anyOEv
-generatorδ−1 ∈D−1

Ev
:=HomOFv

(OEv
,OFv
), and for τ ∈Hom Fv

(Ev , F 2
v )we view

the element τδ ∈HomOFv
(OEv

,O 2
Fv
)⊗OEv

DEv
⊗OFv

Fv = E2
v as a column vector over Ev ;

– for λ : OFv
,→O 2

Fv
, we denote by λ⊥ : O 2

Fv
� OFv

any surjection such that Ker (λ⊥) = Im(λ); we view

λ⊥ as a row vector in F 2
v ;
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– if X ′ is any 2-dimensional Noetherian formal scheme, and x ∈ X ′ is a regular closed point, we
define the intersection multiplicity at x of two irreducible subschemes Z1, Z2 intersecting properly
(that is, such that the quantity below is finite) by

(1.3.1) mx (Z1,Z2) = lengthOX ′ ,xOX ′,x/(IZ1,x +IZ2,x )

where IZi
⊂OX ′ is the ideal sheaf defining Zi .

Theorem B. — Let z ∈X CM
Fv

be a point with CM by (E ,ψ) of v-conductor s , such that Ev/Fv is nonsplit. Let

Z be the Zariski closure of z inX , and let τ∗ be attached to z as in (1.2.1). Let V =V (λ)(C )U be an irreducible
component through the reduction z ∈XFv

of z (endowed with the reduced structure).
Then

mz (Z ,V )
[O ×Ev

:ψ−1
v (Uv )] · [O ×Fv

: Uv ∩O ×Fv
]
= [Fv (z) : Fv] · cEv

· q s ·
∫

Uv

|λ⊥ gτδ|−1
E d g .

Here, the constant cEv
= 1 if Ev/Fv is unramified and cEv

= 1+ q−1 if Ev/Fv is ramified, and d g is the Haar
measure such that vol(GL2(OFv

)) = 1.

If we call special cycles inX those that are combinations of vertical components and Zariski closures of
CM points, then our formula completes the calculations of intersections of special cycles inX , where the
case of intersections of cycles of the same type was treated respectively by Katz and Mazur ([KM85, § 13.8],
for vertical cycles) and, very recently, Qirui Li ([Li], for CM cycles). It will be clear that our method also
allows to recover (and find the most general form of) the Katz–Mazur intersection formula for vertical
cycles.

The intersection problem inX is equivalent to one in a Lubin–Tate spaceMUv
of deformations of the

unique formal OFv
-module GF of height 2 over Fv . We solve it by adapting the beautiful method devised

by Li [Li] (and in turn inspired by a work of Weinstein [Wei16]): after passing to infinite level in the
Lubin–Tate tower, our intersection problem can be compared to an easier intersection problem in the
formal group G 2

F .
The cycles in Lubin–Tate towers and formal groups are defined in §3. The computation of intersections

and the completion of the proofs is in §4.

Related work, applications, and future directions. — A corollary of Theorem A is the following. Assume
that the sequence (zn) is convergent in X an

v , and let ζV be its limit. Then the intersection multiplicity in
Xv between a given horizontal divisor H and the Zariski closures of zn is eventually equal to m(H ,V ). A
weak generalisation of this result is the key new ingredient in the recent proof of the p-adic Gross–Zagier
formula at nonsplit primes [Dis], which was our main source of motivation.

Problems of equidistribution in Berkovich spaces have been considered in the context of arithmetic
dynamics and Arakelov theory (see for example [CL06] and its citation orbit). In fact, sequences of CM
points of increasing p-conductor may be obtained from the dynamics of some Hecke operator at p, for
example the operator Up on a modular curve of Iwahori level at p (more precisely, one should consider
the forward-orbit of a given CM point). As far as we know the phenomenon of multiple, but finitely
many, limit measures is exposed here for the first time, and it is a natural question to try and understand
it within a more general framework.

On the other hand, the p-adic dynamics of prime-to- p Hecke operators on CM points, and the distribu-
tion of CM points whose p-conductors stay bounded, have been recently been studied by Goren–Kassaei
[GK21] and in the aforementioned [HMRL], the latter work having some new arithmetic applications;
it would be interesting to extend those results to our context.

Finally, it would also be very interesting to extend the intersection formula of Theorem B to higher-
dimensional situations, and to explore its geometric implications and possible applications.
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2. Reduction to intersection multiplicities

In this section, we prove Theorem A in the case of minimal level, and reduce it to a statement on
intersection multiplicities in general.

2.1. Geometry of Berkovich curves. — The standard reference on Berkovich spaces is [Ber90], see es-
pecially §§ 2-3.

Fix for this subsection a discretely valued field K , with uniformiser$, ring of integers OK , and residue
field k. We denote q := |$|−1.

Generalities. — Let X be a compact Hausdorff strictly K -analytic Berkovich space over K , generic fibre
of a topologically finitely presented formal schemeX flat over SpfOK . IfX = SpfA may be taken to be
affine we say that X is affinoid. In this case, denoting AK = A⊗OK

K , the points x ∈ X are in canonical
bijection with the multiplicative seminorms, denoted

| · (x)| : AK →R,

extending the absolute value of K . The set of maximal ideals MaxAK ⊂ SpecAK is embedded in X via the
map x 7→ [φ 7→ |φ(x)|], where | · | is the extension of K to K(x). The image of MaxAK is called the set of
type-1 points of X . It is dense in X . In general, if X =

⋃

Xi is a cover of X by affinoids, the set of type-1
points is the union of the sets of type-1 points of the Xi ; it is well-defined, and dense in X .

Reduction map and Shilov points. — There is a reduction map to the special fibre ofX ,

red: X → |Xk |,

sending type-1 points to closed points. If V ⊂Xk is an irreducible component and ξV ∈Xk is its generic
point, then by [Ber90, Proposition 2.4.4] there is a unique point ζV ∈X with

red(ζV ) = ξV .

We call ζV the Shilov point of V .

Type-1 points on curves as intersection multiplicities. — Suppose for the rest of this subsection that X is
a strictly K -analytic curve (that is X is as above and dimX = 1), and that X is regular. The following
notation will be used throughout the paper.

Notation 2.1.1. — If z? is a type-1 point of X (where ‘?’ denotes an arbitrary decoration), we denote by

Z? ⊂X

the closed formal subscheme defined as follows. Let A be topologically finitely presented flat OK -algebra
with an embedding SpfA ,→X such that z? corresponds to a point m? ∈MaxAK ⊂X ; then Z? ⊂ SpfA⊂
X is the image of SpfOK(z?)

via the map A→ OK(z?)
deduced from AK → AK/m? = K(z?). We denote by

z? ∈Xk the image of the closed point of SpfOK(z); by the definition of the reduction map in [Ber90, § 2.4],
we have red(z?) = z?.

If X0 is a proper smooth curve over SpecK , X0 is a regular model over SpecOK , and z0,? is a closed
point of X0, we denote by Z0,? the Zariski closure of z0,? inX0, and by z0,? the reduction of z0,? inX0,k .
It is clear from the definitions that ifX is the formal completion ofX0 along the special fibre, X =X an

0 ,
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and z? is the type-1 point corresponding to z0,?, then Z? is the formal completion of Z0,?. For this reason
we may think of Z? as the ‘Zariski closure’ of z?.

(4)

Lemma 2.1.2. — Let z ∈X be a type-1 point, and assume that Z ⊂X is normal. Let SpfA⊂X be an affine
neighbourhood of Z. Then for every φ ∈A we have

|φ(z)|= q−m(Z ,div(φ))/m(Z ,div($)),

where in the right-hand side, m := mz is the intersection multiplicity at z as defined in (1.3.1).

Proof. — Write Z = SpfA/p for some prime ideal p, and let m⊃ p be the maximal ideal of A correspond-
ing to z. After applying the function − logq , the left-hand side equals

lengthOK(z)
OK(z)/(φ(z))

lengthOK(z)
OK(z)/($)

,

and the right-hand side equals
lengthAm

Am/(p+(φ))

lengthAm
Am/(p+($))

.

Now Am/p ,→ K(z) is an integrally closed OK -algebra with fraction field K(z); it follows that Am/p
∼=

OK(z), hence the two quantities above are equal.

Residue discs and neighbourhoods of Shilov points. — If a ∈ |Xk | is a closed point, we denote by

∆(a, 1− ε), ε > 0,

an arbitrary increasing collection of compact subsets of red−1(a) such that
⋃

ε>0∆(a, 1− ε) = red−1(a).
(The reader may keep in mind the case where a is a nonsingular point and k is algebraically closed: then
red−1(a) is an open unit disc and one may take the∆(a, 1− ε) to be discs of radius 1− ε.)

We define a similar collection of compact subsets of X indexed by the open points ofXk . Thus let V
be an irreducible component ofXk and let ξV be its generic point. AsX is regular, hence locally factorial,
there is a finite open cover by flat affine formal schemesX =

⋃

Y ∈I Y such that in O (Y ) we may factor

(2.1.1) $ =
∏

V

φeV∩Y
V∩Y ,

whereφV∩Y is a generator of the (height-1 prime, or unit) ideal pV∩Y ⊂O (Y ) and eV∩Y ≥ 0. Let Y ⊂X
denote the Berkovich generic fibre of Y . We define

(2.1.2)
∆(ξV∩Y , 1− ε) := {x : |φeV∩Y

V∩Y (x)| ≤ 1− ε} ⊂ Y

∆◦(ξV∩Y , 1− ε) := {x : |φeV∩Y
V∩Y (x)|< 1− ε} ⊂ Y.

We denote by eV the multiplicity of V inXk , that is, eV = eV∩Y for any Y as above that is contained in
the connected component of V inXk .

Lemma 2.1.3. — For ε ∈ (0,1) and ? ∈ {;,◦},(5) there is a unique subset

∆?(ξV , 1− ε)⊂X

such that for all sufficiently small OK -flat affine open Y ⊂X with generic fibre Y ,

∆?(ξV , 1− ε)∩Y =∆?(ξV∩Y , 1− ε),

where∆?(ξV∩Y , 1− ε) is as in (2.1.2). Moreover:

1. if z ∈X reduces to a point a ∈Xk −V , then z /∈∆(ξV , 1− ε) for any ε > 0;
2. for r < q−1, the sets∆(ξV , r ) are empty;

(4)This interpretation would acquire a more literal meaning if working in the context of adic spaces.
(5)Throughout this paper, we use the symbol ‘;’ to denote ‘no symbol’ when referring to pieces of notation.
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3. the Shilov point ζV belongs to∆(ξV , q−1).

Proof. — For the first part, it suffices to observe the trivial facts that ifY ′ is a standard open affine subset
of Y then the image in O (Y ′) of a generator φV∩Y for pV∩Y (respectively of the factorisation (2.1.1)) is
a generator for pV∩Y ′ (respectively a factorisation of the same form).

For the additional statements, we may replace X by any open affinoid Y as above such that V ∩Y 6= ;.
For the first statement, we note that under our assumptions we have |φV (z)|= 1 by definition of the map
red in [Ber90, §2.4]. It follows from this and (2.1.1) that |φeV

V (ζV )| ≤ |$(ζV )| = q−1, proving the third
statement. The second statement is also immediate from (2.1.1).

Denote by |Xk |0 ⊂ |Xk | the set of closed points.

Proposition 2.1.4. — Let X be a compact strictly K-analytic Berkovich curve, generic fibre of a regular topo-
logically finitely presented formal schemeX flat over SpfOK . Let V be an irreducible component ofXk and
let ζV ∈X be the Shilov point of V . With notation as above, each of the systems of open subsets of X

U (ζV ;A,ε) :=X −
⋃

a∈A

∆(a, 1− ε), A⊂ |Xk | − {ξV } finite, ε > 0,

U ′(ζV ;A′,ε) :=∆◦(ξV , q−1+ ε)−
⋃

a∈A′
∆(a, 1− ε), A′ ⊂ |Xk |

0 finite, ε > 0,

forms a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of ζV .

Proof. — By construction, the intersection of all the open sets U (ζV ;A,ε) contains no element in red−1(a)
for a ∈ |Xk | a closed point. By the previous lemma, it contains ζV = red−1(ξV ) but no element ζV ′ =
red−1(ξV ′) for V ′ 6=V .

Lemma 2.1.5. — The open subsets ∆◦(ξV , q−1/2) ⊂ X are pairwise disjoint as V varies among irreducible
components ofXk .

Proof. — Let V = div(φ), V ′ = div(φ′) be distinct irreducible components ofXk , and let eV , eV ′ be the
corresponding multiplicities inXk (as defined after (2.1.2)). If z ∈∆◦(ξV , q−1/2)∩∆◦(ξV ′ , q−1/2), we have

q−1 = |$(z)| ≤ |φ(z)||φ′(z)|< q−1,

a contradiction.

2.2. Reduction. — In this subsection we prove a ‘soft’ geometric version of our main theorem, in terms
of geometric basins (certain open subsets of X an

v ) rather than algebraic basins. In the case of minimal level
Uv =GL2(OFv

), this version is already equivalent to Theorem A, as there is only one basin per connected
component. In general, the soft variant is vivid but not explicit; however, it reduces Theorem A to the
explicit comparison of algebraic and geometric basins, stated in Corollary 2.2.6.

We resume with the notation of the introduction. Thus let X an
v be the Berkovich analytification of the

Shimura curve XFv
=XU ,Fv

as in the introduction, and letX be its regular model over SpfOFv
defined in

[Car86]. We denote by e the ramification degree of Ev/Fv , and for K a local field with residue field κ we
denote by ζK (s) := (1− |κ|−s )−1 its zeta function.

Proposition 2.2.1. — Let (zn)n∈N be a sequence of CM points in X an
v with v-conductor going to∞. The set

of limit points of (zn) is contained in the set of Shilov points of irreducible component ofXFv
.

Proof. — According to Proposition 2.1.4, we need to show that for each closed point a ∈ |XFv
| and ε > 0,

the sequence zn eventually leaves the compact set∆(a, 1− ε).
Let F̆v be the completion of the maximal unramified extension of Fv , and denote by X̆ an

v the analytifi-
cation of XF̆v

. Its reduction isXk where k = Fv .
As the transition maps in the tower (XU )U are finite and the images of CM points are CM points, it

suffices to consider the case of minimal level Uv
∼=GL2(OFv

). By the ‘Serre–Tate’ theorem of [Car86, §6.6],
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for each closed point a ∈ |Xk | the inverse image red−1(a) is canonically identified with the analytic generic
fibre of the universal deformation space(6) of the formal group Ga , which by [Dri74] is isomorphic to the
analytic open unit disc D generic fibre of SpfŎF ,vJuK. The CM points in red−1(a) are explicitly described
by Gross’s theory of quasicanonical liftings (see [Gro86], [Wew07, Meu07]). Namely, if zn ∈ X CM

Fv
has

conductor s = s(n) ≥ 1, then any point of XF̆v
over zn has residue field Ĕv,s , a specific totally ramified

abelian (respectively dihedral if v ramifies in E ) extension of F̆v of degree

(2.2.1) ms(n) := eζFv
(1)ζEv

(1)−1q s(n).

The inclusion of the point, spread out to the formal models, is dual to a map ŎFv
JuK→ OĔv,s

sending u

to a uniformiser, hence zn lies in the circle |u| = |$|1/ms(n) . As ms(n) → 0 when n →∞, any compact
disc in red−1(a) contains only finitely many CM points of XF̆v

. Therefore all points in the limit set of the
sequence (zn) in X an

v reduce to a non-closed point ofXFv
.

Remark 2.2.2. — From the theory of quasicanonical liftings just discussed, it also follows that if Uv =
GL2(OFv

) and z ∈X an
v is a CM point of v-conductor s with reduction z, then

(2.2.2) mz (Z ,XFv
)/[Fv (z) : Fv] = ms = eζFv

(1)ζEv
(1)−1q s .

We may now define the geometric counterpart of the basins defined in the introduction.

Definition 2.2.3. — Let V ⊂ XFv
be an irreducible component. The geometric basin of V is the open

subset
BV :=∆◦(ξV , q−1/2)⊂X an

v .

By Lemma 2.1.5, the geometric basins are disjoint open subsets of X an
v .

The following is the ‘soft’ version of theorem A.

Theorem 2.2.4. — Let (zn)n∈N be a sequence of CM points in X an
v , with v-conductor going to ∞. The

sequence has a limit if and only if it is eventually supported in a single geometric basinBV . If this is the case
for the geometric basin of the irreducible component V ⊂XFv

, then

lim
m→∞

zn = ζV .

Proof. — By Proposition 2.1.4, the neighbourhoods∆◦(ξV , q−1+ε) of ζV are contained in the elements
of a fundamental system of neighbourhoods. Thus if the sequence (zn) has a limit ζV , it is eventually
supported in ∆◦(ξV , q−1/2) =BV . Conversely, if zn is eventually supported inBV , by Lemma 2.1.5 it
eventually leaves BV ′ for all V ′ 6= V , so that ζV ′ cannot be a limit point. Together with the previous
result and the sequential compactness of X an

v , this shows that zn→ ζV .

In view of Theorem 2.2.4, Theorem A is reduced to Corollary 2.2.6 below, a consequence of the fol-
lowing.

Proposition 2.2.5. — Let V be an irreducible component ofXFv
. Let z ∈XFv

be a supersingular point and
let V ′ 6=V be an irreducible component ofXFv

through z. The intersection multiplicity

mz (Z ,V ′)

is bounded as z varies among CM points of XFv
in BV reducing to z.

The proof of Proposition 2.2.5, given at the very end of the paper (after Corollary 4.3.1), will be a
corollary of the formula of Theorem B, which computes geometric intersection multiplicities in terms of
algebraic data.

(6)More general versions of this object and of the Serre–Tate theorem will be precisely described in § 3.2 below.
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Corollary 2.2.6. — Let V ⊂ XFv
be an irreducible component. For all z ∈ X CM

v that is either of ordinary
reduction, or of sufficiently high conductor (depending only on the level Uv ), we have

z ∈ BV ⇐⇒ z ∈BV .

Proof of Corollary 2.2.6 and of Theorem A, assuming Proposition 2.2.5.. — The corollary is obvious for
points of ordinary reduction. Let z ∈ BV have supersingular reduction and conductor s . We have

eV ·m(Z ,V )/m(Z ,XFv
) = 1−

∑

V ′ 6=V

eV ′m(Z ,V ′)/m(Z ,XFv
).

By (2.2.2) (which remains valid forX of arbitrary level by the projection formula) and Proposition 2.2.5,
the right-hand side is close to 1 if s is sufficiently large. In particular, by Lemma 2.1.2 and the definition,
the point z belongs toBV . Since the BV form a complete partition of the set of CM points of sufficiently
high conductor, this also proves the reverse implication.

The following basic result will be established at the end of § 3.3, based on a modular interpretation of
CM curves.

Lemma 2.2.7. — For any z ∈X CM
Fv

, its Zariski closure of Z ⊂X is a regular curve.

Proof of Corollary 2.2.6 and of Theorem A, assuming Lemma 2.2.7 and Proposition 2.2.5.
The corollary is obvious for points of ordinary reduction. Let z ∈ BV have supersingular reduction

and conductor s . We have

eV ·m(Z ,V )/m(Z ,XFv
) = 1−

∑

V ′ 6=V

eV ′m(Z ,V ′)/m(Z ,XFv
).

By (2.2.2) (which remains valid forX of arbitrary level by the projection formula) and Proposition 2.2.5,
the right-hand side is close to 1 if s is sufficiently large. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.7, Lemma 2.1.2 (applied
to the formal completion of X along the special fibre), and the definitions, the point z belongs toBV .
Since the BV form a complete partition of the set of CM points of sufficiently high conductor, this also
proves the reverse implication of Corollary 2.2.6. As noted above, Theorem A is then implied by Theorem
2.2.4.

3. Special cycles in Lubin–Tate spaces and in formal groups

The goal of the rest of the paper is to establish an intersection multiplicity formula that will imply
Proposition 2.2.5. The formal completion ofX at a supersingular geometric point admits a purely local
description as a Lubin–Tate spaceM . After introducing some notation, in this section we defineM and
its collection of special curves, comparing those with the special curves inX . Then we define companion
cycles in formal groups; the definitions are a special case of those in [Li] for CM curves, and are new for
vertical curves.

3.1. Notation. — The notation introduced here will be used throughout the rest of the paper unless
otherwise noted.

Valued fields. — We fix a prime v of F nonsplit in E and work in a purely local setting, dropping the
subscript v from the notation; thus F and E will denote the local fields previously denoted by Fv and Ev

respectively. We denote by $ a fixed uniformiser in F , by v the valuation on F × (so v($) = 1), and by
| · | := q−v(·) the standard absolute value on F .

If K is a finite extension of F , we denote by K̆ the completion of the maximal unramified extension of
K , by ŎK its ring of integers, and by k the residue field of K̆ (which is independent of the choice of K).
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Functors on OF -modules. — We denote by

M[n] :=M/$n M

the truncation of OF -modules, and by

M ∗ :=HomOF
(M , F /OF ), M∨ :=HomOF

(M ,OF )

the Pontryagin and, respectively, plain dualities on OF -modules. We stipulate the following convention
on the order of reading of symbols:

O ∗K ,[N ] := (OK ,[N ])
∗, O ∨K ,[N ] := (O ∨K )[N ].

We let
D−1

K := O ∨K =HomOF
(OK ,OF )

denote the relative inverse different of K/F , an invertible OK -module.

Integers. — For compact open subgroups CK ⊂K×, we define integers

(3.1.1) dCK
= [O ×K : CK].

If E/F is a quadratic extension, we also define d0 = dIg,0 = dE ,0 = 1 and, for n ≥ 1,

dn := q2n, dE ,n = ζE (1)
−1q2n , dIg,n := ζF (1)

−1q2n .

Miscellaneaous. — We denote byCK the category of complete Noetherian local ŎK -algebras with residue
field k, and by Ck its subcategory consisting of objects that are k-algebras.

Finally, we will freely use the language and notation of the Appendix, which the reader is now invited
to skim through.

3.2. Lubin–Tate spaces. — For basic references, see [Dri74], or [Car86, Appendice].
Let K be a finite extension of F . Let G be a formal OK -module of dimension 1 and height h over an

object A of CF .(7) A Drinfeld structure on G of level n is an OK -module map

α : O h,∗
K ,[n]→Hom SpfA(SpfA,G )

such that
α∗(O

h,∗
K ,[n]) :=

∑

x∈O h,∗
K ,[n]

[α(x)] =G [$n]

as Cartier divisors. A Drinfeld structure of infinite level onG is a mapO h,∗
K →G (A) =Hom SpfA(SpfA,G )

whose restriction to O h,∗
K ,[n] is a Drinfeld structure of level n for all n.

Let Gh,K be a formal OK -module of height h over k, which is unique up to isomorphism. Consider the
functorMh,K ,n on CF that associates to an object A the set of equivalence classes of triples

(3.2.1) [G , ι,α],

where G is a formal OK -module over A of height h, ι : Gh,K → G ×SpfA Spf k is a quasi-isogeny of

height 0, and α : O h,∗
K ,[n] → G (A) is a Drinfeld structure of level n. A theorem of Drinfeld [Dri74]

asserts that Mh,K ,n is representable by a regular formal scheme finite flat over Mh,K ,0, and that
Mh,K ,0

∼=/ŎF
Spf ŎKJu1, . . . , uh−1K.

If U ⊂GLh (OK ) is the open compact subgroup

U =U (h,K)
n :=Ker (GLh (OK )→GLh (OK/$

n)), (8)

(7)Note as in [Li, § 2.2] that the OK -action on LieG ∼=A gives A an OK -algebra structure, so that A is also an object of CK .
(8)We will simply write Un for U (h,K)

n when h, K are clear from context.
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we define Mh,K ,U := Mh,K ,n . If U ⊂ GLh (OK ) is any compact subgroup containing Un , we define
Mh,K ,U :=Mh,K ,n/(U/Un).

The formal scheme (representing the functors)Mh,K ,U are called Lubin–Tate spaces. In what follows,
we will denote

(3.2.2) GE :=G1,K , GF :=G2,F

and identify GF with the image of GE under the forgetful functor. The endomorphism ring of GE is
OE ; the endomorphism ring of GF is the ring of integers (or elements with integral norms) of the unique
division algebra D of rank 4 over F .

We will also denote

MU :=M2,F ,U , Mn :=MU (2,F )
n

, NC :=M1,E ,C , Nn :=NU (1,E)
n

.

The space NC is isomorphic to Spf ŎE ,C , the ring of integers in the abelian extension of Ĕ with Galois
group O ×E /C .

Finally, we denote by
M∞ := lim←−

n

Mn , N∞ := lim←−
n

Nn ,

as pro-objects of a categoryF of Noetherian formal schemes (cf. the Appendix), and as the functors on
CF of deformations of GF (respectively GE ) together with a Drinfeld structure of infinite level.

We fix for the rest of the paper a level U ⊂ GL2(OF ) and write M :=MU . We denote by M the
Berkovich generic fibre ofM . Let G →XU be Carayol’s sheaf of divisible OFv

-modules recalled in § 1.1,
and for a z ∈XU , denote by Gz the fibre of G at z.

A Serre–Tate theorem. — We restore the subscript v just for the following proposition.

Proposition 3.2.1 (Carayol [Car86, §7.4]). — Let z ∈XU ,k be a closed point.

1. If z is supersingular, then, after identifying GF =Gz , the formal completion ofXŎFv
at z is canonically

ŎFv
-isomorphic to the Lubin–Tate spaceMUv

, via the map sending an A-valued point z to Gz with its
level structure αz .

2. If z is ordinary, the formal completion of XŎFv
at z is canonically ŎFv

-isomorphic to the deformation

space of theOFv
-divisible moduleG (1)Fv

⊕Fv/OFv
over k, and non-canonically to Spf ŎFv

JuK; in particular,

it is smooth over ŎFv

3.3. Special curves in Lubin–Tate spaces. — We consider two special classes of curves inM , the ir-
reducible components of the special fibre, that we call vertical curves, and the “Zariski closures” of CM
points, which we call CM curves. Then we compare them with the corresponding objects in the Shimura
curveX .

Vertical curves. — Let A be a complete Noetherian k-algebra and let G be a formal OF -module of height
2 over A. An Igusa structure of level n on G is an OF -module map

γ : O ∗F ,[n]→Hom SpfA(SpfA,G )

such that qn · γ∗(O ∗F ,[n]) =G [$
n] as Cartier divisors.(9) The functor onCk sending an object A to the set

of isomorphism classes of triples [G , ι,γ ], where [G , ι] is a deformation of GF as in (3.2.1), and γ is an
Igusa structure of level n, is representable by a formally smooth curve

Ign→ Spec k

(9)Our Ign should be compared with the ‘exotic Igusa curve’ ExIg(pn , n) of [KM85, (12.10.5.1)]; cf. ibid. Proposition 13.7.5.
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called the nth Igusa curve. It is of degree dIg,n over Ig0 =MU0,k
∼= Spf kJuK. We define Ig∞ := lim←−n

Ign and

[Ig∞]
◦ := lim←− [Ign]

◦ ∈K0(Ig∞)Q, [Ign]
◦ := d−1

Ig,n · [Ign].

Let
λ ∈ P1(F )⊂O ×F \HomOF

(OF ,O 2
F ).

We attach to λ the morphism
fλ : Ig∞→MU ,k ,→MU

[G , ι,γ ] 7→ [G , ι,γ ◦λ∗]

(where MU ,k ,→ MU is the natural map base-change of k ,→ Spf ŎF ) and the irreducible and reduced
curve

(3.3.1) fλ(Ig∞) =V (λ)U ⊂MU ,k

defined by the closed condition that any extension to O ∗,2F of the level structure α of a geometric point
[G , ι,α] belonging to V (λ)U should factor through λ∗ g : O ∗,2F →O

∗
F for some g ∈U . The V (λ)U , for λ ∈

P1(F )/U , are the irreducible components ofMU ,k and they all meet at the closed point [Car86, Appendice
§ 8, and § 9.4].

Definition 3.3.1. — The vertical curve attached to λ inM∞, respectivelyMU , is the curve

V (λ) := fλ(Ig∞)⊂M∞, V (λ)U := fλ,U (Ig∞)⊂MU .

The corresponding normalised vertical cycle in K0(M∞)Q, respectively K0(MU )Q), is

[V (λ)]◦ := fλ,∗[Ig∞]
◦ = lim←−

U

[V (λ)U ]
◦, [V (λ)U ]

◦ = d−1
U∩O ×F

· [V (λ)U ].

CM curves. — We consider a local analogue of CM points and of their Zariski closures in integral models.
These will be images of maps of Lubin–Tate towers and we start by defining the data parametrising them.
The definition is slightly streamlined version of the one in [Li, § 2.5].

Consider an element

(ϕ,τ) ∈ LT(E , F ) :=QIsog(GE ,GF )×E× IsomF (E , F 2)

where the notation means that ϕ is a quasi-isogeny of formal OF -modules, τ is an F -linear isomorphism,
and we consider the quotient of the product by the relation (ϕ ◦ t ,τ ◦ t ) ∼ (ϕ,τ), t ∈ E×. There exists
a shortest integer interval [r, s] such that $−rO 2

F ⊂ τ(OE ) ⊂ $−sO 2
F ; this depends on the choice of

representative τ.
We define two functions, conductor and height, on LT(E , F ) by

(3.3.2)
c(ϕ,τ) := s − r,

ht(ϕ,τ) :=−ht(ϕ)+ logq[τ(OE ) : O
2
F ],

where ht(ϕ) is the usual OF -height of a quasi-isogeny of OF -modules, and [ : ] denotes generalised index
(that is, for two lattices Λ, Λ′ ⊂ F 2, we have [Λ :Λ′] := |Λ/Λ∩Λ′|

|Λ′/Λ∩Λ′| ). We denote by LT(E , F )0 the subspace of
pairs of height 0.

From now on, the representatives (ϕ,τ) of elements of LT(E , F )0 will always be chosen to satisfy r = 0.(10)

In this case c(ϕ,τ) = s = ht(ϕ).

(10)The reader unwilling to make this assumption will simply need to interpret some maps of formal OF -modules in the diagrams to
follow as quasi-isogenies.
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To an element (ϕ,τ) ∈ LT(E , F )0 we attach a morphism f(ϕ,τ) of Lubin–Tate towers, given by the
following morphism of functors on CF (which are representable when restricted to finite levels):

(3.3.3)
f(ϕ,τ) :N∞→M∞

[G , ι,β] 7→ [G/β∗K ,ϕβ ◦ ι ◦ϕ
−1,β′ ◦τ∗],

where the notation is according to the following commutative diagrams:

(3.3.4) K := (OE/τ
−1O 2

F )
∗

��

// β∗K

��
O ∗E

��

β // G

ϕβ

��

G

ϕβ
��

GE
ιoo ϕ // GF

vv
O 2,∗

F
τ∗ // τ∗(O 2,∗

F )
β′ // G/β∗K G/β∗K .

In the above diagrams, the columns are exact, the bars denote reduction modulo the maximal ideal of ŎE ,
and β∗K is the subgroup scheme of G defined by the product of ideal sheaves of the β∗κ, κ ∈K .

Let ψ : E ,→ M2(F ) be the F -algebra morphism such that ψ(t )τ(x) = τ(t x) for all t , x ∈ E . The
composition to level U factors as

(3.3.5) f(ϕ,τ),U := pU ◦ f(ϕ,τ) :N∞→NC →MU

where C := ψ−1(U ) and the second map is a finite monomorphism, hence a closed immersion. In par-
ticular, the morphism of functors defined in infinite level does define a morphism in the pro-category of
Noetherian formal schemes cF defined in the Appendix.

If U =U0 and (ϕ,τ) has conductor s , then C = (OF+$
sOE )

×, and the image ofNC is a quasicanonical
lift of level s .

Definition 3.3.2. — The CM curve inM∞ (respectivelyMU ) attached to (ϕ,τ) is

Z(ϕ,τ) := f(ϕ,τ)(N∞)⊂M∞, Z(ϕ,τ)U := f(ϕ,τ),U (N∞)⊂MU .

where f(ϕ,τ) (respectively f(ϕ,τ),U ) is the morphism defined by (3.3.3) (respectively (3.3.5)).
The local CM point z(ϕ,τ) in the Berkovich generic fibre M of M is the generic fibre of Z(ϕ,τ);

equivalently, it is the image under f(ϕ,τ) of the single point in the generic fibre ofNn for any sufficiently
large n; thus the notation is consistent with Notation 2.1.1.

The normalised CM cycle attached to (ϕ,τ) in K0(M∞)Q (respectively K0(MU )Q) is

[Z(ϕ,τ)]◦ := f(ϕ,τ),∗[N∞]
◦ = lim←−

U

[Z(ϕ,τ)U ]
◦, [Z(ϕ,τ)U ]

◦ =
1

dψ−1(U )
· [Z(ϕ,τ)U ].

Definition 3.3.3. — Let V = V (λ)U ⊂Mk be the irreducible component parametrised by the U -class
of λ, and let n be minimal such that U ⊃ Un . The basin BV (λ)U

of V is the set of those CM points
z = z(ϕ,τ) ∈ M of conductor s ≥ n, such that if (ϕ,τ) is chosen to satisfy O 2

F ⊂ τ(OE ) ⊂ $−sO 2
F , the

lines

(3.3.6) Ls (τ) := τ(OE )/O
2
F , Ls (λ) := λ($

−sOF /OF ) ⊂ ($−sOF /OF )
2

are in the same orbit for the left action of U .

Comparison of local and global objects. — We temporarily restore the subscripts v for local objects. We use
the notation of the introduction for CM points on our fixed Shimura curve X = XU , and we abbreviate
M =MUv

, as well as M =MUv
for the generic fibre ofM .
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Lemma 3.3.4. — Let z ∈ X CM
Fv

be a point with complex multiplication by (E ,ψ), with Ev/Fv nonsplit. Let
Z be the Zariski closure of z in X . Let τ : Ev → F 2

v be such that ψv (t )τ(x) = τ(t x) for all t , x ∈ Ev . Let
z ∈XFv

be the reduction of z and let C ⊂XFv
be the connected component containing z. Let λ ∈ P1(Fv )/Uv ,

let
V =V (λ)(C )U ⊂C ⊂XFv

be the corresponding irreducible component.
Let z ′ ∈Xk be any point over z. Let z ′ ∈ M be any point mapping to z ∈ X an

v under the identification of
M with red−1(z)⊂ X an

F̆v
given by Proposition 3.2.1. Let V ′ ⊂Mk be any irreducible component mapping to

V ⊂XFv
.

1. V ′ =V (λ)Uv
⊂MUv ,k .

2. There exist (ϕ,τ) ∈ LT(E , F )0, whose second component is equal (up to rescaling by E×v ) to the isomor-
phism τ : Ev → F 2

v attached to z, such that z ′ = z(ϕ,τ).
3. The CM point z belongs to BV if and only if z ′ belongs to BV ′ .
4. The images of Z ′ := Z(ϕ,τ) and of Z in the formal completion X̂z ofX at z (via the map of Proposition

3.2.1 and the completion, respectively) are equal.
5. We have the following relation between intersection multiplicities inX andMUv

:

mz (Z ,V ) = [Fv (z) : Fv] ·m(Z
′,V ′).

Proof. — The first thee statements are clear from the definitions. For the fourth statement, let SpfA⊂ X̂z

be a neighbourhood of z with A a topologically finitely presented flat OFv
-algebra. Then the images of Z

and Z ′ are both induced by the unique map A→OFv (z)
lifting the map AFv

→ Fv (z) corresponding to z.
Finally for the last statement, observe that the right hand side is the sum of the intersection multiplic-

ities of all the Gal(Fv (z)/Fv )-conjugates of the pair (Z ′,V ′) (as a pair of cycles in the completion ofXŎFv

at z ′), and all those multiplicities are equal.

Proof of Lemma 2.2.7. — By Lemma 3.3.4, it suffices to prove the regularity of the formal scheme Z ′ =
Z(ϕ,τ)Uv

; using the notation of (3.3.5), this follows from the fact that Z ′ is the image of the regular formal
schemeNC under a closed immersion.

3.4. Special cycles in formal groups and their Tate modules. — We define special cycles, analogous
to those defined above inM∞, inside G 2

F , its truncations or Tate modules. The definitions are variants of
those of [Li, § 3.1, 3.3]. Later in §4.1, we will reduce the intersection problem in Lubin–Tate spaces to a
similar problem in G 2

F .
Let K = F or E and let GK = (3.2.2). For ? ∈ {;, [N ]} and ′ ∈ {∗,∨}, let

(3.4.1) ′GK ,? :=HomOK
(O ′K ,?,GK )

Then we have identifications and maps

(3.4.2)

∗GK
∼=D−1

K ⊗OK
TGK

πN
����

∗GK ,[N ]
∼=D−1

K ⊗OK
GK[$

N ] = ∨GK ,[N ]
� � jN // ∨GK =D−1

K ⊗OK
GK ,

where the Tate module TGK is the OK -module scheme

TGK := lim←−
n

GK[$
n]

with transition maps given by multiplication by $. (The isomorphisms denoted by ∼= depend on the
choice of$, which allows to compatibly identify OF ,[N ]

∼= O ∗F ,[N ]. This dependence will be negligible for
our purposes .)
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Vertical cycles. — Let λ ∈ P1(F ). We attach to λ the morphisms, all denoted by the same name,

f [λ : ′GF ,?→
′G 2

F ,?

x 7→ x ◦λ′,

where ? ∈ {;, [N ]} and ′ ∈ {∗,∨}.

Definition 3.4.1. — Let ? ∈ {;, [N ]}, let ′ ∈ {∗,∨}, and let •= ; if ′= ∨, •= ◦ if ′= ∗. The vertical cycle
attached to λ is

[V [(λ)]•? := f [λ,∗[
′GF ,?]

• ∈K0(
′G 2

F ,?)Q,

where in the case of ′ = ∗, the normalisation is made viewing GF ,[N ] as a scheme (of degree dN ) over the
base k.

(The symbol ′ is omitted from the name of the cycle, as it is determined by the superscript •.)

CM cycles. — Let (ϕ,τ) ∈ LT(E , F )0. For n ≥ c(ϕ,τ), consider the morphism

(3.4.3)
$n f [(ϕ,τ) :

′GE ,?→
′G 2

F ,?

y 7→ ϕ ◦ y ◦$nτ′.

(Its name is meant to suggest the idea that$n f [(ϕ,τ) may be thought of as the composition of [$n] and an,

in general non-existent, morphism f [(ϕ,τ).)

Definition 3.4.2. — Let ? ∈ {;, [N ]}, let ′ ∈ {∗,∨}, and let • = ; if ′ = ∨, • = ◦ if ′ = ∗. The CM cycle
attached to (ϕ,τ) is

[Z [(ϕ,τ)]•? := d−1
n · ($

n f [(ϕ,τ))∗[
′GE ,?]

• ∈ K0(
′G 2

F ,?)Q,

where in the case of ′= ∗, the normalisation is made viewing ∗GE ,[N ] as a scheme of degree edN over the
base k.

It is easy to verify that the definition is independent of n ≥ c(ϕ,τ).

For Z [ = Z [(ϕ,τ),V [(λ), we lighten the notation by [Z []•N := [Z []•[N ].

Lemma 3.4.3. — With reference to the maps in (3.4.2), for Z [ = Z [(ϕ,τ), V [(λ) we have

πN ,∗[Z
[]◦ = [Z []◦N = d−1

N · [Z
[]N = d−1

N · j
∗
N [Z

[].

Proof. — Clear from the definitions.

Remark 3.4.4. — We compare our setup and our CM cycles with those of [Li] (specialised to the case
K = E , h = 1). Let t := trE/F ∈ HomOF

(OE ,OF ) =: D−1
E , and recall from the introduction that δ−1

denotes an OE -generator of D−1
E . Denote by (−)∨L the duality defined in [Li, first paragraph of § 2 and

paragraph after (2.3)], and denoted by (−)∨ there. For τ ∈ IsomF (E , F 2), let

τL := τδt ∈ IsomF (E , F 2)⊗OE
DE ⊗OE

D−1
E = IsomF (E , F 2).

Then τ∨L
L = t−1τ∨L = δτ

∨. Moreover, by comparing (3.3.2) and [Li, (2.13)], we see that (ϕ,τ) ∈ LT(E , F )0

if and only if (ϕ,τL) belongs to set Equi1(E/F ) of [Li, Definition 2.19]. Finally, it follows from the
respective definitions that our cycle [Z [(ϕ,τ)] equals the cycle Z∞(ϕ,τL) of [Li, Definition 3.10].
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3.5. Approximation. — We show that the special cycles in TG 2
F =

∗G 2
F approximate those inM∞. The

comparison is done via the following maps:
(3.5.1)

∗G 2
F

$m aF //M∞
∗GE

$m aE // N∞ ∗GF

$m aIg // Ig∞

α � // [GF , id,$mα], β � // [GE , id,$mβ], γ � // [GF , id,$mγ ].

(The notation is meant to evoke non-existent maps aF , aE , aIg.)

Lemma 3.5.1. — For all m ≥ 1, the maps $maF , $maE , $maIg are well-defined closed immersions of
finite origin (Definition A.1.1). More precisely, for any N, those maps respectively originate from the closed
immersions

(3.5.2) $maF : ∗G 2
F ,[N ] ,→MN+m , $maE : ∗GE ,[N ] ,→NN+m , $maIg : ∗GF ,[N ] ,→ IgN+m .

For N = 0, the maps (3.5.2) are simply the inclusion of the closed point Spec k.

Proof. — The well-definedness follows from [Li, Lemma 3.5]. The rest of the statement, at least for N = 0
(which suffices) and for aF and aE , is a special case of [Li, Proposition 3.9 (1)] – in whose notation (to which
we add a subscript ‘L’ for clarity) we should take hL = 2,KL = FL = F (for aF ) or hL = 1,KL = FL = E (for
aE ), and ϕL = τL = id. The arguments of loc. cit. also apply to the (easier) case of aIg.

Proposition 3.5.2. — For all m ≥ 1 and n ≥ c(ϕ,τ), the following diagrams are Cartesian:

∗GE

$n f [(ϕ,τ) //

$m+n aE

��

∗G 2
F

$m aF

��

∗GF

f [
λ //

$m aIg

��

∗G 2
F

$m aF

��
N∞

f(ϕ,τ) //M∞, Ig∞
fλ //M∞.

Proof. — We verify the statement for the second diagram. The proof for the first diagram is similar and
also a special case of [Li, Proposition 3.9 (2)]. It suffices to verify that the diagram is Cartesian on A-valued
points functorially in objects A ofCk . We write the proof for the functors in infinite level where the idea
is clearest. The A-point α0 : O ∗,2F →GF of ∗G 2

F is a point of the Cartesian product of the diagram (which is
a closed subscheme of ∗G 2

F as fλ is a closed immersion) if and only if$mα0 = γ ◦λ factors through λ and,
obviously, through [$m]. As Ker (λ) is divisible, this is equivalent to γ =$mγ0 for some γ0 : O ∗F →GF ,
that is α0 = fλ(γ0) for γ0 ∈ ∗GF .

Corollary 3.5.3. — We have

(3.5.3)
dE ,m · ($

maF )
∗[Z(ϕ,τ)]◦ = [Z [(ϕ,τ)]◦,

dIg,m · ($
maF )

∗[V (λ)]◦ = [V [(λ)]◦.

in K0(
∗G 2

F )Q.

Proof. — By Lemma 3.5.1, we have

(3.5.4) ($maE )
∗ONN+m

= OGE ,[N ]
, ($maIg)

∗OIgN+m
= OGF ,[N ]

for all N . Then,

($maF )
∗[Z(ϕ,τ)]◦ = ($maF )

∗ f(ϕ,τ),∗[N∞]
◦

= ($n f [(ϕ,τ))∗($
m+naE )

∗[N∞]
◦ = d−1

E ,m+n · ($
n f [(ϕ,τ))∗[

∗GE ]
◦,
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where the second equality follows from Proposition 3.5.2 and the pullback-pushforward formula (Propo-
sition A.2.1), and the last one follows from (3.5.4). This proves the first identity and the same argument
works for the second one.

4. Intersection numbers

We wish to compute the intersection multiplicity

m([Z(ϕ,τ)U ], [V (λ)U ]) = dψ−1
τ (U )dU∩O ×F

·m([Z(ϕ,τ)U ]
◦, [V (λ)U ]

◦)

inMU (here, the constants d? are as in (3.1.1)). Similarly to what is done in [Li] for intersections of CM
cycles, we first compare this with an intersection multiplicity in formal groups, then compute the latter.

4.1. Comparison. — In the next proposition, we compare intersection multiplicities in Lubin–Tate
spaces and in formal groups.

Define for all levels U and integers N :

(4.1.1)
m◦([Z(ϕ,τ)U ]

◦, [V (λ)U ]
◦) := vol(U )−1 ·m([Z(ϕ,τ)U ]

◦, [V (λ)U ]
◦)

m◦([Z [(ϕ,τ)]◦N , [V [(λ)]◦N ) := d 2
N ·m([Z

[(ϕ,τ)]◦N , [V [(λ)]◦N ),

where vol(U ) is normalised by vol(GL2(OF )) = 1. We note that for all N ≥ 1,

vol(UN ) = ζF (1)ζF (2)q
−4N .

Proposition 4.1.1. — 1. The limits

(4.1.2)
m◦([Z(ϕ,τ)]◦, [V (λ)]◦) := lim

U→{1}
m◦([Z(ϕ,τ)U ]

◦, [V (λ)U ]
◦)

m◦([Z [(ϕ,τ)]◦, [V [(λ)]◦) := lim
N→∞

m◦([Z [(ϕ,τ)]◦N , [V [(λ)]◦N )

exist as limits of eventually constant sequences.
2. We have the following identity relating intersection multiplicities inM∞, (TGF )

2, and G 2
F :

m◦([Z(ϕ,τ)]◦, [V (λ)]◦) =
ζE (1)
ζF (2)

·m◦([Z [(ϕ,τ)]◦, [V [(λ)]◦) =
ζE (1)
eζF (2)

·m([Z [(ϕ,τ)], [V [(λ)]).

Proof. — To establish the entirety of the proposition, it is enough to show that for all sufficiently large
N and M ,

(4.1.3)

ζF (2)
ζE (1)

·m◦([Z(ϕ,τ)]◦N+M , [V (λ)]◦N+M ) = m◦([Z [(ϕ,τ)]◦N , [V [(λ)]◦N )

= m([Z [(ϕ,τ)]N+M , [V [(λ)]N+M ) = m([Z [(ϕ,τ)], [V [(λ)]),

where for a special cycle Z inM∞ we have denoted [Z]◦N := [Z◦UN
].

The second equality follows trivially from the definitions and Lemma 3.4.3. The third one is proved
exactly in the same way as [Li, (4.10)]. We recall Li’s idea: the intersection number in G 2

F , as the length of
a module supported at the closed point of G 2

F , is the same as the intersection number of the restrictions
to a sufficiently thick Artinian thickening

SpfOG 2
F
/mq2N

G 2
F

ιN
,→G 2

F ,[N ] ⊂G
2
F ,

where the natural inclusion ιN is the map denoted by jM in [Li, (4.16)] (with the M of loc. cit. being equal
to our N ). Here, “sufficiently thick” means that q2N should be greater than the intersection number.

We now prove the first equality based on the argument to prove [Li, (4.8), (4.9)], only writing the
details that are different from loc. cit. By (the proof of) Corollary 3.5.3, for all sufficiently large N and M
we have

dE ,M dIg,M d2N ·m
�

($M aF )
∗[Z(ϕ,τ)]◦N+M , ($M aF )

∗[V (λ)]◦N+M

�

= d2N ·m
�

[Z [(ϕ,τ)]◦N , [V [(λ)]◦N
�
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as intersections in (GF ,[N ])
2. Thus it suffices to observe that

dE ,M dIg,M d2N = ζE (1)
−1ζF (1)

−1 · q4(N+M ) = ζE (1)
−1ζF (2) · vol(UN+M )

−1,

and to show that

(4.1.4) m(($M aF )
∗[Z(ϕ,τ)]◦N+M , ($M aF )

∗[V (λ)]◦N+M ) = m([Z(ϕ,τ)]◦N+M , [V (λ)]◦N+M ).

The argument on restrictions to sufficiently thick Artinian thickenings sketched above for the first
equality in (4.1.3) also applies to prove (4.1.4): by [Li, §4.4], $M aF ◦ ιN identifies SpfOMN+M

/mq2N

MN+M
⊂

MN+M with SpfOG 2
F
/mq2N

G 2
F
⊂G 2

F .

Corollary 4.1.2. — We have

m◦([Z(ϕ,τ)U ]
◦, [V (λ)U ]

◦) =
ζE (1)
ζF (2)

· vol(U )−1 ·
∫

U
m([Z [(ϕ,τ)], [V [(λg )])d g .

Proof. — By the proposition, we may replace the integrand with m◦([Z(ϕ,τ)U ′]
◦, [V (λg )U ′]

◦) for suffi-
ciently small U ′. Then the result follows from the projection formula and the observation that

π∗U ′U [V (λ)U ]
◦ =π∗U ′UπU ′U ,∗[V (λ)U ′]

◦ =
∑

g∈U/U ′
[V (λg )U ′]

◦.

4.2. Computation. — We first write CM (respectively vertical) cycles in G 2
F as rational multiples of

cycles that are image (respectively kernel) of a map in HomOF
(GF ,G 2

F ) = O
2
D viewed as column vectors

(respectively HomOF
(G 2

F ,GF ) = O 2
D viewed as row vectors).

Notation. — By the identification GE =GF as OF -modules, we have an embedding

(4.2.1) OE = EndOE -Mod(GE ) ,→OD = EndOF -Mod(GF ).

Therefore both M2(E) and D are embedded in

M2(D) =HomOF
(G 2

F ,G 2
F )⊗ F .

We denote by nrd the reduced norm of D , which restricts to the relative norm NE/F of E/F under (4.2.1).
Recall from the introduction that we denote by λ⊥ : O 2

F � OF a map such that Ker (λ⊥) = Im(λ), and
by δ−1 ∈D−1

E =HomOF
(OE ,OF ) a generator. For τ ∈ IsomF (E , F 2), write

(4.2.2) τδ =
�

θ1

θ2

�

∈Hom (OE ,O 2
F )⊗OE

DE ⊗OF
F = E2, λ⊥ = (a, b ) ∈ (O 2

F )
∨.

Let

(4.2.3) (τδ | τδ) = Γτ
�

Pτ ∗
Qτ

�

, Γτ ∈GL2(OE ),

be an Iwasawa decomposition in GL2(E).

Lemma 4.2.1. — With notation as in (4.2.2), (4.2.3), we have

[V [(λ)] = [Ker ((a b ))],

[Z [(ϕ,τ)] = |nrd(ϕPτ)|
−1 · [Im(ϕΓτϕ

−1
�

1
0

�

)],

where the map ϕΓτϕ
−1
�1

0

�

: GE →G 2
F is a closed immersion.

Proof. — The first equality is clear. The second one is a special case of [Li, (5.3)]; under the comparison
of setups from Remark 3.4.4, our vector

�θ1
θ2

�

corresponds to the vector MτL
of [Li, Definition 5.4].
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We may now compute the intersection in G 2
F .

Proposition 4.2.2. — With notation as in (4.2.2), (4.2.3), we have

m([Z [(ϕ,τ)], [V [(λ)]) = |nrd(ϕ)|−1 · |λ⊥τδ|−1
E .

Proof. — By the previous lemma, m([Z [(ϕ,τ)], [V [(λ)]) equals |nrd(ϕPτ)|−1 times the degree of the
group scheme kernel of

(4.2.4) (a b ) ◦ϕΓτϕ
−1
�

1
0

�

: GF →GF ,

that is, the degree of the isogeny (4.2.4). By [Li, Lemma 5.7], this is

|nrd((a b )ϕΓτϕ
−1
�

1
0

�

)|−1 = |nrd((a b )Γτ

�

1
0

�

)|−1.

Thanks to the decompositions

(τδ τδ) :=
�

θ1 θ1

θ2 θ2

�

=
�

1
θ2/θ1 1

�

�

θ1 θ1

θ2−θ1θ2/θ1

�

=
�

θ1/θ2 1
1

�

�

θ2 θ2

θ1−θ1θ2/θ2

�

we may compute the elements Γτ , Pτ from (4.2.3). We only write down the details if v(θ1)≤ v(θ2): then
the first decomposition is an Iwasawa decomposition, and

m([Z [(ϕ,τ)], [V [(λ)]) = |nrd(ϕθ1)|
−1|nrd((a b )

� 1
θ2/θ1 1

� �1
0

�

)|−1

= |nrd(ϕ)|−1 · |NE/F (aθ1+ bθ2)|
−1,

which is the desired formula.

Inserting this result into Corollary 4.1.2 and removing the constants indicated by the superscripts ‘◦’,
we obtain the following local analogue of Theorem B.

Corollary 4.2.3. — We have

m([Z(ϕ,τ)U ], [V (λ)U ]) =
ζE (1)
ζF (2)

· dψ−1
τ (U )dU∩O ×F

· |nrd(ϕ)|−1 ·
∫

U
|λ⊥ gτδ|−1

E d g ,

where d g is the Haar measure such that vol(GL2(OF )) = 1.

It is a not unpleasant exercise to verify that, for U =GL2(OF ), this formula agrees with (2.2.2).

4.3. Conclusion. — We are now in a position to complete the proof of the main theorems.

Corollary 4.3.1. — Let V 6=V ′ be irreducible components ofMU ,k . The intersection multiplicity m(Z ,V ′)
is bounded as Z varies among CM curves with generic fibre a point of BV .

A qualitatively similar result from a somewhat different point of view can be deduced from [Dis, Propo-
sition 4.3.3]; the relation ‘z ∈ BV ’ should be compared to the relation ‘V (z) =V ’ in the notation of loc.
cit.

Proof. — Let n be such that U ⊃ Un , let V = V (λ)U , V ′ = V (λ′)U , and let z = z(ϕ,τ)U ∈ BV have
conductor s ≥ n. Up to changing the choice of representatives ϕ and τ, we may assume that O 2

F ⊂
τ(OE )⊂$−sO 2

F , and ht(ϕ) = s .
Suppose that z = z(ϕ,τ) ∈ BV (λ)U

is a CM point of conductor s and write τδ =
�θ1
θ2

�

as in (4.2.2). Up
to changing the choice of representatives ϕ and τ, we may assume that

O 2
F ⊂ τ(OE )⊂$

−sO 2
F
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optimally (that is, $−1O 2
F 6⊂ τ(OE ) 6⊂$1−sO 2

F ), and ht(ϕ) = s . We examine the terms of the multiplicity
formula of Corollary 4.2.3.

We have |nrd(ϕ)|−1 = q s and

dψ−1
τ (U ) ≤ dψ−1

τ (U0)
= [O ×E :ψ−1

τ (U0)] = eζE (1)ζF (1)
−1 · q s .

Thus it suffices to show that the integrand |λ′⊥ gτδ|−1
E is bounded by a constant multiple of q−2s =

|$−s |−1
E . Let v be the valuation on E normalised by v($) = 1 (thus v may take half-integer values if

E/F is ramified). We will prove more precisely that

(4.3.1) v(λ′⊥ gτδ)≥ n− s =⇒ z(ϕ,τ) ∈ BV (λ′)U
.

In fact v(λ′⊥ gτδ) ≥ n − s if and only if λ′⊥ g takes integral values on Im($ s−nτ) ⊂ $−nO 2
F /O

2
F .

Equivalently, the first among the lines

Ln(τ) := Im($ s−nτ)/O 2
F , Ln(gλ

′) :=Ker [$−nOF /OF )
2 λ
′⊥ g
→ $−nOF /OF ] ⊂ ($−nOF /OF )

2

is contained in the second one, hence the two coincide. Up to changing g by a g ′ ∈Un ⊂U , the analogous
lines Ls (τ) and Ls (gλ

′) also coincide; by definition (see (1.2.2)), this means that z(ϕ,τ) ∈ BV (λ′)U
.

Proof of Theorems A and B. — By Lemma 3.3.4, Corollary 4.2.3 implies Theorem B (whose constant
cEv
= ζEv

(1)/ζFv
(2)), and Corollary 4.3.1 implies Proposition 2.2.5. As shown in § 2.2, the latter implies

Theorem A.

Appendix A. Cycles in formal schemes and their projective limits

A.1. Pro-Noetherian formal schemes. — Consider the category F of separated Noetherian finite-
dimensional formal schemes and finite flat maps. We let cF be the pro-category of F ; that is, objects
of cF are formal inverse limits

X = lim←−
i∈I

Xi

of filtered inverse systems of objects and maps inF , and morphisms are defined by

(A.1.1) Hom (X ,Y ) = lim←−
j

lim−→
i

Hom (Xi ,Y j ).

Henceforth we will simply refer to objects ofF (respectively cF ) as Noetherian formal schemes (respec-
tively pro-Noetherian formal schemes) for short.

Definition A.1.1. — We say that a morphism f : X → Y = lim←− j∈J
Y j in cF is

– of finite origin if there exist a map f0 : X0→ Y0 inF , a map Y → Y0 in cF , and an isomorphism

X ∼= lim←−
j∈J

X0×Y0
Y j

over Y . In this case we say that f originates from f0.
– a closed immersion of finite origin if it is of finite origin and it originates from a closed immersion

inF .

The image of a morphism lim fi j : X → Y as in (A.1.1) is the object lim←− f j (X ) with respect to the
restrictions of the transition maps of (Y j ), where f j (X ) := fi j (Xi ) for any sufficiently large i .

If f : X → Z , g : Y → Z are morphisms in cF with g of finite origin, the Cartesian product X ×Z Y
is (well-)defined, up to isomorphism, as follows. Assume that g originates from g0 : Y0 → Z0, and write
X = lim←−Xi . Then

X ×Z Y := lim←−
i

Xi ×Z0
Y0.
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A.2. Cycles, K-groups, intersections. — Let X be a Noetherian formal scheme. We define the K -group
of X with Q-coefficients

K0(X )Q
in the usual way as the Grothendieck group (tensored with Q) of the category of coherent sheaves on X
(cf. [Ful98, §15.1]). If X = lim←−i

Xi is a pro-Noetherian formal scheme, we define

K0(X )Q := lim←−
i

K0(Xi )Q

where the limits are with respect to pushforward.

Fundamental classes. — Let X be a Noetherian formal scheme. Its fundamental class is

[X ] := [OX ] ∈K0(X )Q.

Let X be a pro-Noetherian formal scheme with a morphism to a Noetherian formal scheme B ; equiv-
alently, for all sufficiently large i we have a finite flat map Xi → B compatibly in the system. We define
the normalised (relative to B) fundamental class of X to be

[X ]◦ := lim[Xi ]
◦ ∈K0(X )Q, [Xi ]

◦ :=
1

deg(Xi/B)
[Xi ] ∈K0(Xi )Q.

Pullback and pushfoward. — It is easy to verify that K0(−)Q enjoys pushforward (respectively, pullback)

functoriality with respect to arbitrary (respectively, finite-origin) morphisms in cF .

Proposition A.2.1. — Let f : X → Z, g : Y → Z be morphisms in cF with g of finite origin, and consider
the Cartesian diagram

X ×Z Y
f ′ //

g ′

��

Y

g
��

X
f // Z .

For C ∈K0(X )Q, we have
g ∗ f∗C = f ′∗ g ′∗C .

Proof. — Write X = lim←−i
Xi , C = lim←−Ci , and assume that g originates from g0 : Y0→ Z0. For sufficiently

large i , let fi : Xi → Z0 be the relevant component of X
f
→ Z→ Z0, and consider the Cartesian diagram

Xi ×Z0
Y0

f ′i //

g ′0
��

Y0

g0

��
Xi

fi // Z0.

By the definitions, the desired formula reduces to g ∗0 fi ,∗Ci = f ′i ,∗ g ′∗0 Ci , which is just the usual pullback-
pushforward formula inF .

Intersection multiplicities. — If X is a Noetherian formal scheme and x ∈ X is a regular point, the inter-
section multiplicity function

mx : K0(X )Q×K0(X )Q→Q

is defined via Serre’s Tor formula [Ful98, §20.4]. It is a symmetric bilinear form such that if X =X ′ and
Z1, Z2 are as in (1.3.1), then

mx ([Z1], [Z2]) = mx (Z1,Z2)

where the right-hand side is the plain intersection multiplicity defined in (1.3.1). The subscript x is omitted
when |X | consists of a a single point.
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